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Abstract� Space based multicast switches use copy net�
works to generate the copies requested by the input packets�
In this paper our interest is in the multicast switch proposed
by Lee ����� The order in which the copy requests of the in�
put ports are served is determined by the copy scheduling
policy and this plays a major part in de�ning the perfor�
mance characteristics of a multicast switch� In any slot	 the
sum of the number of copies requested by the active inputs
of the copy network may exceed the number of output ports
and some of the copy requests may need to be dropped or
bu
ered� We �rst propose an exact model to calculate the
over�ow probabilities in an unbu
ered Lee�s copy network�
Our exact results improve upon the Cherno
 bounds on the
over�ow probability given by Lee by a factor of more than
�� Next	 we consider bu
ered inputs and propose queueing
models for the copy network for three scheduling policies �
cyclic service of the input ports with and without fanout
splitting of copy requests and acyclic service without fanout
splitting� These queueing models obtain the average delay
experienced by the copy requests� We also obtain the sus�
tainable throughput of a copy network	 the maximum load that
can be applied to all the input ports without causing an un�
stable queue at any of the inputs	 for the scheduling policies
mentioned above�

Keywords�Multicast Switches	 Copy Networks	 Queueing
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I Introduction

M
ANY new network applications like teleconferencing�
video on demand� distributed computing� etc�� re�

quire that multipoint communications capability be avail�
able from the network� This means that the network should
inherently support multicasting� which� in turn� means that
the network should have packet switches that support mul�
ticasting in addition to unicasting� A multicast packet
switch is capable of making multiple copies of an incoming
packet and route them to the desired outputs�
Various space division switch architectures which sup�

port multicasting have been proposed in literature �see for
example� ���� ��	
� Depending on how the copies are made�
two basic design paradigms have been suggested for sup�
porting multicasting in space division switches � space based
and time based ���� ��	� The general structure of a space�
based space division multicast switch is that of a copy net�
work followed by a routing stage� Various bu�er place�
ment and addressing table management policies dened on
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this general structure di�erentiate various multicast packet
switch proposals ��� �� ��	� Our interest in this paper is in
modeling and analysis of space based copy networks for
copy scheduling algorithms that are simple and easy to im�
plement in hardware�
In a copy network� in any slot� the sum of the number

of copies requested by the active inputs may exceed its ca�
pacity and some requests may need to be queued� Thus�
in a multicast switch� the copy network introduces a delay
stage� in addition to the delay in the switching stage� and
we are interested in modeling this delay� The copy schedul�
ing policy determines the order in which the input ports
are served in each slot and contributes signicantly to the
overall performance characteristics of the multicast switch�
Performance analysis of multicast switches has been ad�

dressed in literature but very little analysis has been done
for copy networks� Studies in ��� �� �� �	 are aimed at
modeling the performance of generic multicast switches�
The analyses in ���	 and ���	 study the copy generation
process in terms of the over�ow and loss probabilities but
provide no insight into the queueing processes in the copy
networks� In ���	� Lee studies the performance his copy
network by using Cherno� bounds to calculate the over�
�ow probabilities at each input port of the copy network�
In this analysis� it is assumed that the input ports are
unbu�ered and comparison with simulation results shows
that these bounds are very loose� An approximate analysis
for calculating the loss probability of packet copies in the
shu�e exchange copy network has been given by Liew in
���	� Many scheduling policies with reference to multicast
switches are discussed in ��� �	�
In this paper� in Section II� we rst propose an exact so�

lution to calculate the over�ow probabilities in Lee�s copy
network for the case when no bu�ers are present at its
inputs� The same analysis may be used for the shu�e ex�
change based copy network with deadlock resolution� Fol�
lowing this� in Section III� we consider bu�ered inputs and
propose queueing models for the delay analysis for three
scheduling policies for the service of the queues at the in�
puts of the copy network� The scheduling policies that
we consider are cyclic service of the input ports with and
without fanout splitting and acyclic service without fanout
splitting� We also introduce a performance measure called
the sustainable throughput for a copy network� �dened
as the maximum load that can be applied to all the in�
put ports without resulting in an unstable queue at any
of the inputs
 and evaluate this parameter for the above
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Figure �� Lee�s Copy Network for a Multicast Packet
Switch ���	

mentioned scheduling policies� In Section IV we present
the numerical results from our analytical models and also
from simulation models� Finally� in Section V we discuss
the results and provide concluding remarks on extending
our results to more general situations�

II Exact Loss Analysis in Lee�s Copy Network

Consider the copy network based on a broadcast banyan
network proposed by Lee ���	 that we will call the Lee
Copy Network �LCN
� The details of the LCN are shown in
Fig� �� Time is slotted and all the inputs are synchronised
such that packet arrivals occur at the beginning of a slot�
The copy network is a cascaded combination of a packet
header encoder and a decoder and the basic structure con�
sists of the following components � Running Adder Net�
work �RAN
� Dummy Address Encoders �DAE
� Broad�
cast Banyan Network �BBN
 and Trunk Number Transla�
tor �TNT
� The header of each input packet contains the
copy request� the number of copies of this packet that needs
to be made by the copy network� The copy request is in�
put to the running adder network that produces a running
sum of the copy requests at each input port� These run�
ning sums are used by the dummy address encoder to form
a new packet header consisting of two elds � a dummy ad�
dress interval and an index reference� The running sum at
the port along with that of the preceding port� represented
by two binary numbers� form the address interval� This in�
terval corresponds to the port numbers at which the copies
of the input packet will be available at the end of the copy�
ing process� The index reference is used at a later stage by
the trunk number translators to determine the destination
port of the switch for the copies� The switching elements
in the broadcast banyan network are capable of routing an
input packet to either or both its outputs and the routing
algorithm used is the boolean interval splitting algorithm
described in ���	�
To explain the working of the LCN� consider a M �

N copy network� inputs numbered from � to M � at the
beginning of a slot� Let the number of copies requested
by port i be ci� The running adder network determines

the order in which the copy requests at the input ports are
served in each slot� In the simplest case� an acyclic service
discipline can be used in which the running adder begins
at the top of the network and obtains the running sum
starting from port � in every slot� In this service policy port
i is serviced �all the copies requested by the input packet

are made
 if
Pi

j�� cj � N in that slot� Alternatively� a
cyclic service scheme that works as follows could be used�
If port i is the last port served in slot n� then in slot n��
ports i � �� i � �� � � � � i � k will be served� �All additions
are modulo M � � and � � k � M �
 In this policy� port
m is served if

Pm
j�i�� cj � N � Another variation would be

to introduce fanout splitting ��	 in which a part of a copy
request will be served whenever possible and the rest of the
request will be served in subsequent slots� For example�
if a packet at port i requests ve copies in a slot� andPi��

j�� cj � N � �� then in this slot� three copies of the
packet at port i will be made and a request for two copies
will be retained for service in a subsequent slot� Fanout
splitting can be used with cyclic or acyclic service�
In an M � N copy network� the number of copies that

can be generated in a slot is limited to N � In each slot
the running adder starts summing the copy requests of the
packets at the head of the input queues sequentially� begin�
ning with port � �acyclic service without fanout splitting
�
Over�ow occurs when the sum of the copy requests of the
packets at the head of the input queues is greater than N �
In ���	 Lee obtains the Cherno� bound for this over�ow
probability in a copy network with no queueing at the in�
put� The Cherno� bound is obviously a very loose bound
and we now give an exact model for calculating the over�ow
probability�
Let the packet arrivals to input port i form a Bernoulli

process with rate �i� A packet in the i
th input port re�

quests k copies with probability qi�k
� Thus�

qi�k
 � Probfci � kg

Let Xi be the random variable for the number of copies re�

quested by the ith input port �regardless of it being active
or idle
� Then�

fi�xi
 � ProbfXi � xig �

�
�� �i� xi � �
�iqi�xi
� xi � �� �� � � �N

The probability generating function of Xi is then given by

Fi�z
 �
X
xi

fi�xi
z
xi � ��� �i
 � �iQi�z


whereQi�z
 is the probability generating function of qi�xi
�
The copy request of port i is served if X��X�� � � ��Xi �
N � The probability of loss at port i� Ploss�i
� is given by

Ploss�i
 � ��
X

P
i

j��
xj�N

iY
j��

fj�xj
 ��


The summation on the RHS of the above equation is car�
ried out over all possible combinations of copy requests



from ports � to i that sum to less than or equal to N �
This summation is similar to obtaining the normalisation
constant in a product form queueing network with an in�
equality constraint on the state space� Therefore� following
���	� we can obtain the Ploss�i
s as follows� Dene

��k
 �

�
� if k � �
� if k �� �

�N �k
 �

�
� if k � N
� if k � N

��


��k
 and �N �k
 can be represented as contour integrals in
the complex plane as follows�

��k
 �

I
z	k���dz

�N �k
 �
NX
i��

��k � i
 �
NX
i��

I
z	k�i���dz

�

I �
z	N��� � �

z � �

��
zk

z	N���

�
dz

Here the contour of integration is the unit circle in the
complex plane� We can use �N �k
 to represent the sum�
mation in Eqn� �� This representation and the attendant
simplications are derived below�
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 �

NX
x���

� � �

NX
xi��

iY
k��

fk�xk
�N �x� � � � �� xi


�

NX
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NX
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I
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The Cherno� bounds on the over�ow probabilities can
be represented as�

PChernoff �i
 � Prob fX� � � � ��Xi � Ng

� e�sN
iY

k��

Fi�e
s
 ��


RHS of Eqn� � is evaluated using the residue theorem� Note
that our contour of integration is the unit circle and the
only poles of the integrand in Eqn� � inside the unit cir�
cle is at z � �� Hence� the integral may be evaluated by
calculating the residue of the integrand at z � ��
To compare the improvement of the exact result over the

bound we consider an unbu�ered �� � �� copy network�
Each input port is assumed to have an iid Bernoulli arrival
process with an e�ective load of ��� in all cases� Eqns� �
and � give the exact value and the Cherno� bounds for
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Figure �� Over�ow probabilities in a ��� �� copy network
with deterministic copy requests� The broken lines denote
the Cherno� bounds while the smooth lines represent the
exact results� The over�ow probabilities have been evalu�
ated for �Q � �� �� �� � and ��

the over�ow probabilities at the inputs of the copy net�
work� respectively� For deterministic copy requests of size
�Q� Fig� � shows the Cherno� bound and the exact result
for �Q � �� �� �� � and �� As can be seen� the values of the
over�ow probabilities obtained using Cherno� bounds are
of the order of �� times higher than the actual values�

III Queueing Models for Lee�s Copy Network

When the number of copies requested in a slot exceeds
N � some requests need to be bu�ered� A scheduling policy
will decide which of the input queues are to be served�
Within each queue the packets are served on a FCFS basis
and only the HOL packet is considered for service in a
slot� Thus� head of the line blocking limits the maximum
achievable throughput from each queue� Fig� � gives an
example of this phenomenon� Yet another kind of blocking
that we call �predecessor port blocking� is experienced by
an input packet in a copy network� This type of blocking
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Figure �� Blocking in a Copy Network

is best explained by an example� Consider ports i � �� i
and i� � of the copy network requesting ci��� ci and ci��
copies respectively� Ports i and i � � will not be served ifPi

j�� cj � N even if
Pi��

j�� cj � ci�� � N � i�e�� port i�� is
blocked because the running sum exceeds N at i although
i � � could have been served by not serving i� In unicast
switches� head of the line blocking limits the maximum
input load that can be supported to ����� ���	� To obtain
a similar characterisation� we can dene the sustainable
throughput of a copy network as the maximum of the load�
which when applied to all the input ports� does not lead to
instability in any of the M input queues� In this section�
we describe methods to nd the sustainable throughput for
the scheduling policies that we consider�
To maintain analytical tractability� we assume that the

packet arrivals are independent and identical Bernoulli pro�
cesses at each input� Each input has innite bu�ers� We
also assume that the copy request of the packets at the head
of the line at the inputs in a given slot are independent of
those from the previous slot� This is a strong assumption
but necessary to keep the analysis simple and manageable�
Our analysis method is as follows� For the scehuling with�
out fanout splitting �Sections A and B� we model each in�
put queue as discrete time M�M�� queue ���	 in which the
arrival process is Bernoulli and the service times are geo�
metrically distributed� Under each of the above policies�
we calculate the service rate at each input port� i�e�� the
probability that an active input �copy request
 is served
in a slot� We then use the results of discrete time M�M��
queue analysis to obtain the waiting time and queue length
distributions� A similar analysis is used for the case of �
nite bu�ers at the inputs� In modeling cyclic service with
fanout splitting� the entire switch is modeled as a single
GI�D�� queue�

A Acyclic Service without Fanout Splitting

This is probably the most obvious scheduling policy in
a copy network� In each slot� this policy serves the input

ports serially� starting from port �� The running adder
sums up the copy requests of the head of the line packet
at each port� All the ports for which the running adder
sum is less than or equal to N are served in the slot� Since
service always starts from port �� the policy is unfair to
the ports with higher addresses� Consequently� the service
rate varies with the port number and decreases as the port
address increases� In addition� since the policy does not
employ fanout splitting� in cases where a part of a copy
request could be served� resources remain unutilised� Thus
the sustainable throughput in this case will depend on the
service rate of the last input port�
The e�ective service rate at an input port� the rate at

which the copy requests can be actually served� depends
on the arrival processes and e�ective service rates at the
preceding ports� We model each input port as a discrete
time M�M�� queue except for the rst port which always
gets to be served in every slot� At port i� let the e�ective
service rate� the mean waiting time and the probability of
its input queue being empty be denoted by ��i
� W �i
 and
P��i respectively� Let � be the rate of the Bernoulli arrival
process at each of the ports� A packet in an active input
requests k copies with probability q�k
� As in the previous
section� let Xi denote the number of copies requested by
port i� The number of ports that can be served in a slot
depends on the copy requests of the packets at the head of
the queues� Let fH�i�k
 be the probability mass function
�pmf
 of the number of copies requested by the packet at
the head of input queue i� From our denition above� ��
P��i is the probability that the head of queue i is non empty�
Hence the probability mass function and the probability
generating function of the copies requested by a packet at
the head of the queue i will be�

fH�i�xi
 � ProbfXi � xig

�

�
P��i� xi � �
��� P��i
 q�xi
� xi � �� �� � � �

��


FH�i�z
 �
X
xi

fH�i�xi
z
xi � P��i � ��� P��i
Q�z


where Q�z
 is the probability generating function of q�k
�
Since port � is always served in each slot irrespective of

the copy requests of the other ports�

���
 � ��� W ��
 � ��� P��� � �� �

To obtain ��i
� W �i
 and P��i for i � �� � � �M � consider a
slot in which it is given that port i has a packet and is
requesting k copies� This copy request will be served in
the slot if the sum of the copies requested by ports � to
i�� is less than or equal to N �k� By unconditioning this
probability on k� ��i
� is evaluated as follows

��i� �
 � service rate at port i� �

� Probfpacket at port i� � is served in a slotg

�

NX
k��

q�k
 Prob

��
�

iX
j��

Xj � N � k

�	





�
NX
k��

q�k


�
� X
P

i

j��
xj�	N�k�

iY
j��

fH�j�xj


�
�� ��


Using ��N � k
 to simplify the above equation and pro�
ceeding as for Eqn� �� we have�

��i� �
 �

NX
k��

q�k


NX
x���

� � �

NX
xi��

iY
j��

fH�j�xj
�

��N�k�x� � � � �� xi


�

NX
k��

q�k


I �
z	N�k��� � �

z � �

��
�

z	N�k���

� iY
j��

FH�j�z
dz

��


Using the results for discrete time M�M�� queues from ���	�
W �i
 and P��i are

W �i
 �

�
��� for i � �
���

�	i��� for i � �� � � �M

P��i �

�
�� � for i � �
	�	i����
�	i� for i � �� � � �M

��


It is easy to see that W �i
 above can also be obtained from
Little�s theorem� Eqns� � and � can be used to recursively
obtain the performance statistics at each port�
As has been mentioned earlier� the e�ective service rate

decreases as the port number increases� Thus� if we allow
the same arrival rate to all the input ports� the e�ective ser�
vice rate of portM upper bounds the per port input tra c
rate that can be supported by the copy network� Conse�
quently� the sustainable throughput of the copy network
under the acyclic scheduling policy without fanout split�
ting� �A
NFS � is determined by the e�ective service rate at
port M � Thus

�A
NFS � Q���
max
�
f��M
g ��


where Q���
 is the average number of copies requested by
a packet and

��M
 �

NX
k��

q�k


�I �
z	N�k��� � �

z � �

� �
�

z	N�k���

�

M��Y
j��

FH�j�z
dz

�
�

Using results from ��	 we can show that the variance of
the waiting time for the packets at input i� var�W �i

 is

var�W �i

 �

�
��� for i � �
�����	i����	i�

	�	i����� for i � �� � � �M
���


A�� The Finite Bu�er Case

When there are nite bu�ers at each input� say K� the
analysis is similar to the previous case and we model each

input port as a discrete time M�M���K queue� The queue
at port � always gets a chance to be served in each slot
and the queue contents never exceed the bu�er capacity�
For ports i � �� � � � �M � P��i in the expression for FH�i�z

will change� Other than that� ��i
 is calculated as in the
innite bu�er case� Using the results from ���	� W �i
 and
P��i are given by

W �i
 �
�� 	�i
K �� �K��� 	�i

	

��� 	�i

��� 	�i
K
��i


P��i �
���i
� �


��i
�
h
�	���	i��
�	i�	����

iK
�

���


where

	�i
 �
���� ��i



��i
��� �

���


The bu�er over�ow probability at ports � � � �M is ���	�

Poverflow�i
 �
��� 	�i

	�i
K

�� 	�i
��K � ��i
��� 	�i


���


B Cyclic Service without Fanout Splitting

In this scheduling policy� the inputs are served cyclically�
In each slot� the running adder sums the copy requests of
packets at the head of the queues beginning at the rst in�
put port that was not served in the previous slot and con�
tinues sequentially till it sums the requests fromM ports or
the sum exceeds N � The ports where the sum exceeds N �
are not served in the slot� Fanout splitting is not allowed�
This policy is fair to all the inputs� It is easy to see that
if we assume the tra c to be independent and identically
distributed at all the ports� the performance metrics will
be identical at all the inputs�
As in the previous subsection� we assume independent�

identical Bernoulli arrivals at each of the input ports� In
a slot� consider the probability ��k
� that a tagged input
port having a packet requesting k copies gets served� This
probability depends on how many ports are to be served
before the tagged port in the slot and the copy request
distribution of those ports� In the slot� the number of ports
to be served before the tagged port is uniform in ���M��	�
Thus the probability that the tagged port is served after i
ports is �
M for � � i �M � �� The probability of service
for the packet under consideration can then be obtained
by summing the probability that the sum of the copies
requested by the head of the line packets of the preceding i
ports is at most N�k� for all values of i� For the case when
i � �� i�e� the tagged port is the rst one to be served� the
probability of service of the packet is �� Thus�

��k
 � Prob ftagged port is served in the slot j HOL

packet requests k copiesg

�
�

M

�
�� �M��X

i��

�
� X
P

i

j��
xj�	N�k�

iY
j��

fH�j�xj


�
��
�
�����




The probability of service for an arbitrary copy request can
be obtained by unconditioning Eqn� �� on k� The proba�
bility of a copy request at the tagged port being served� ��
in a slot is then given by�

��
�

M

NX
k��

q�k


�
�� �M��X

i��

X
P

i

j��
xj�	N�k�

iY
j��

fH�j�xj


�
�� ���


Using the simplications of Eqn� � and �� we have�
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M

NX
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�
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M��X
i��

NX
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NX
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iY
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NX
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z � �
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z	N�k���

� iY
j��

FH�j�z
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� ���


This � is used as the service rate in the discrete time
M�M�� queue model for each input� As before� known
results from ���	 are used to obtain W � P� and var�W 
�
the mean waiting time� the probability of the queue being
empty and the variance of the waiting time� at each port�

W �
�� �

�� �
� P��

��� �


�
� var�W 
�

�� �� �� ��

��� �
�
���


Once again� as in the previous section� note that W above
can be obtained from Little�s theorem� From Eqns� �� and
��� � is evaluated iteratively� We have not investigated the
proof of convergence but for all the examples considered�
encompassing diverse types of input tra c� convergence in
the fth decimal place occurs in less than fourteen itera�
tions�
The e�ective service rate is the same at all the ports

and the sustainable throughput for this scheduling policy�
�C
NFS � is the maximum load that can be supported by
any input port� Thus�

�C
NFS � Q���
max
�
f�
g ���


where Q���
 is the average number of copies requested by
a packet and � is obtained from an iterative solution of
Eqn� ���
To analyse the nite bu�er case� as with the previous pol�

icy� we model each nite bu�ered input port as a discrete
time M�M���K queue and � is obtained from Eqn� ��� but
with a di�erent P� in the FH�j�z
 because the queue has
nite bu�ers� As in the analysis of the acyclic policy� using
	 � ���� �

���� �
� P�� W and Poverflow are given by
���	�

W �
�� 	K �� �K��� 	
	

��� 	
��� 	K
�

P� �
��� ���� 	


�� 	��K � ���� 	


Poverflow �
��� 	
	K

�� 	��K � ���� 	

���


C Cyclic Service with Fanout Splitting

This scheduling policy is like the previous one except
that we allow fanout �or group splitting
� Fanout splitting
of packets whose copy requests can be partially served in
the slot increases the throughput of the copy network and
as before the performance statistics will be identical at all
the ports�
Under this policy� N copies are generated in a slot when�

ever the sum of the copy requests at the heads of the queues
is greater than or equal to N � If this sum is less than N �
all of these requests are served� Thus the copy network
can be approximated as a single� discrete time N �server
queue with deterministic service times� Since the arrival
process to the copy network is the sum of the iid processes
of each of the inputs� the copy network can be modeled as a
GI�D�N queue� Cyclic service results in the service rate at
each input and hence the delay statistics for all the copies
being identical� This insensitivity of the service rate on the
port number along with the fact that if there areN or more
requests at the HOL of the inputs� N will be served� and
if there are less than N � all will be served� allows the en�
tire copy network to be treated as a single queue� We now
obtain the arrival process to the queue and use the results
for the GI�D�N queue to obtain the delay statistics�
Let A�k
 denote the number of copies requested by the

packet arrivals during the kth slot� The distribution of the
total number of copy request arrivals to the copy network in
a slot is the M �fold convolution of the copy request distri�
butions at the M input ports� The probability generating
function of A�k
� A�z
� is given by�

A�z
 �

MY
i��

Fi�z
 � ���� �
 � �Q�z


M

���


In a slot� the system state refers to the total number of
copy requests present in the queue� Let the number of

copy requests in the system at the beginning of the kth

slot be denoted by Sk and its moment generating function
be given by Sk�z
� Let the steady state versions of Sk and
Sk�z
 be denoted by S and S�z
 respectively� From ��	�
S�z
 is given by

S�z
 � �N �A���


�z � �
A�z


zN �A�z


N��Y
j��

�z � zj


��� zj

���


where the quantities zj � � � j � N � �� �and also z � �

are the complex zeroes of zN �A�z
 inside the unit disk of
the complex z�plane� The mean number of copy requests
in the system� �S� and the mean waiting time� W � are given
by ��	

�S � A���
 �
�

�

N��Y
j��

�� � zj


��� zj

�
A����
� �N � �
A���


� �N �A���





W �
�

A���


�
�
�

N��X
j��

�� � zj


��� zj

�A���
�

A����
� �N � �
A���


� �N �A���



�
���


The sustainable throughput for this policy is obviously ����
It is easy to see that the copy network is not exactly a

GI�D�N queue� When the head of the line copy requests
sum to less than N � the copy network serves the requests
of only the head of the line packets even though there may
be packets in the inputs which could have been served�
Thus work conservation is not preserved in the copy net�
work whereas under the GI�D�N queue model these pack�
ets would have been served and work conservation would
have been preserved� This approximation leads to a slight
underestimation of the waiting time for the copies� Also�
unlike the GI�D�N queue� the service discipline of the copy
network is not rst come rst served� Thus� only the rst
moment results of the delay analysis of our model are valid�

D Acyclic Service with Fanout Splitting

This policy will have a higher throughput because of
fanout splitting� The acyclic service discipline makes the
scheme unfair although the sustainable throughput will be
higher than in the case of acyclic service without fanout
splitting� In each slot� the copy requests are serviced start�
ing with port �� Consequently� the probability of service
at port i� i � �� depends on the copy request distributions
of the head of the line packets of the i� � ports above it�
Fanout splitting of contending packets changes the original
distribution for the copy requests at the head of the input
queues� FH�i�xi
� given in Eqn� �� This distribution must
now be modied to account for the residue of an original
copy request that has been partially served� We have not
been able to develop a suitable technique to model this
distribution� If this distribution is known� the techniques
developed in Section A may be applied to develop a queue�
ing model for this service discipline�

IV Numerical Results

In this section we present the numerical results of the
delay analysis and sustainable throughputs for the three
scheduling policies modeled in the previous section� We
compare these results with those from simulation models
to test the goodness of our approximations� The simula�
tion results are obtained by running the simulator till the
statistics converge to within a few decimal places�
The copy requests in each slot are assumed to be either

deterministic �C
 or random �with mean �Q
� For random
copy requests we assume a truncated geometric distribu�
tion� To compare results for di�erent copy request distri�
butions we use �eff �i
� the e�ective load at port i� dened
as

�eff �i
 � �i �Qi ���
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Figure �� Mean delay and variance in a ��� �� copy net�
work under acyclic service without fanout splitting schedul�
ing policy� Deterministic copy requests�

A Acyclic Service without Fanout Splitting

With the service beginning with port � in each slot� the
scheduling policy is unfair to the higher numbered ports� A
lower service rate and consequently� a higher delay is thus
expected at ports with higher addresses� Figs� � and � show
the mean delay and the variance against the port number
for various values of the e�ective load for a �� � �� copy
network� Recall that the delay at port i� W �i
� is given by
Eqn� �� Ports ���� experience approximately equal mean
delay at almost all loads� Further� the delay variance is
also very low for these ports low� It is interesting to note
that the unfairness of this algorithm is signicant for ports
greater than about �� in terms of both the mean and the
variance of the delay and increases very fast with the port
number� Also observe that as expected� the variance is
higher for random copy requests than that for determin�
istic copy requests� We also note that the results for de�
terministic copy requests are more accurate than those for
the random requests� This is because the copy requests of
the head of the line packets in successive slots are indeed
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�independent� in the case of deterministic copy requests�
In cases where the copy request is random� packets with
larger fanout would be more likely to be blocked and stay
at the head of the queue� The independence assumption
fails to take this into account thereby resulting in inaccura�
cies in the results� Nevertheless� the isolated� discrete time
M�M�� queue model of each input port can be seen to be
a very good approximation as the worst case di�erence be�
tween the simulation and analytical results in the delay is
about ��!�
In Fig �� we show the waiting times for port �� in a �����

copy network with nite bu�ers� We show the mean delay
for both deterministic and random copy requests� Table �
shows the over�ow probability for deterministic and ran�
dom copy requests� Observe that for random copy requests
the blocking probability can be nearly �� times higher than
when the copy requests are deterministic� Note that al�
though the delay increases slowly for large e�ective loads�
the over�ow probability is considerably high even with �
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Deterministic� C�� Random� �Q � �
E� Load Bu�er Size Bu�er Size

� � � �
���� �������� �������� �������� ��������
���� �������� �������� �������� ��������
���� �������� �������� �������� ��������

Table �� Over�ow Probabilities at input port �� for acyclic
service without fanout splitting scheduling policy

bu�ers for e�ective loads of about ���� This probability
is signicantly larger for random copy requests than for
deterministic requests�

B Cyclic Service without Fanout Splitting

The cyclic scheduling policies are fair and provide the
same service rate at all the input ports� Thus it is suf�
cient to characterize the performance metrics of a port�
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Figure �� Mean delay and variance in a ��� �� copy net�
work under cyclic service without fanout splitting schedul�
ing policy� Deterministic copy requests�

Eqn� �� gives the expression for the mean waiting time W �
Figs� � and � show the graph of mean delay and variance
versus the e�ective load for a ��� �� copy network under
this scheduling policy for deterministic and random copy
requests� Qualitatively� the results are similar to those of
acyclic service without fanout splitting� in that determinis�
tic copy requests result in lower delays� However� the delays
are much lower than in the case of acyclic service� espe�
cially at the higher numbered input ports� As before� the
analysis for deterministic copy requests does better than
that for random copy requests but we see that the worst
case error in the delay is about ��! for the case of ran�
dom copy requests� Fig� � shows the mean waiting times
for a nite bu�er copy network for both deterministic and
random copy requests�
In Table � we show the over�ow probabilities for various

bu�er sizes� Observe the considerable improvement in the
over�ow probability with this policy as compared to the
acyclic policy� For example� with random requests� ��!
load� and � bu�er spaces at the inputs� the acyclic policy
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Figure �� Mean delay and variance in a ��� �� copy net�
work under cyclic service without fanout splitting schedul�
ing policy� Random copy requests with truncated geomet�
ric distributions�

o�ers a blocking probability of ���� at port �� �the worst
a�ected port
 whereas with the cyclic policy without fanout
splitting� the probability is �� �����

C Cyclic Service with Fanout Splitting

The delay characteristics for a ��� �� copy network un�
der cyclic service with fanout splitting scheduling policy as
given by the approximate discrete time GI�D�N model is

Deterministic� C�� Random� �Q � �
E� Load Bu�er Size Bu�er Size

� � � �
���� �������� �������� �������� ��������
���� �������� �������� �������� ��������
���� �������� �������� �������� ��������

Table �� Over�ow Probabilities for cyclic service without
fanout splitting scheduling policy
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Figure �� Mean delay and variance in a ��� �� copy net�
work with nite bu�ers under cyclic service without fanout
splitting scheduling policy� Deterministic and random copy
requests�

shown in Fig� ��� Recall that the expression for the delay�
derived in Section C is given by Eqn� ��� As is evident
from the gures� the model is a very good approximation
at all loads and the worst case error in the delay is less
than �!� The sustainable throughput of the copy network
under this scheduling policy is �� Hence� this scheduling
policy has the best performance characteristics amongst
the scheduling policies we have discussed� Table � shows
the simulation results for the over�ow probabilities at the
inputs of the copy network for various sizes� It is easy to
see that this policy should do better than the other two
policies� However� observe that there is substantial im�
provement in the over�ow probability� as compared to the
cyclic policy without fanout splitting only when the load
is ��!�

V Discussions and Conclusion

In Section II we presented the over�ow probabilities at
the inputs of the copy network when there is no queueing at
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Figure ��� Mean delay in a �� � �� copy network under
cyclic service with fanout splitting scheduling policy� De�
terministic and random copy requests�

the input� Our model gives exact results which are a con�
siderable improvement over the bounds given by Lee ���	�
The Cherno� bounds are of the order of �� times higher
than the actual values� For a more realistic analysis� bu�ers
at the inputs and the delay that they introduce need to be
modeled� This delay depends on the copy scheduling pol�
icy� For the various copy scheduling policies that we believe
are easy to implement in hardware� our interest was pri�
marily in obtaining the delay in copy generation and the

Deterministic� C�� Random� �Q � �
E� Load Bu�er Size Bu�er Size

� � � �
���� �������� �������� �������� ��������
���� �������� �������� �������� ��������
���� �������� �������� �������� ��������

Table �� Over�ow Probabilities for cyclic service with
fanout splitting scheduling policy



Num of Ports Deterministic Random
Acyclic Cyclic Acyclic Cyclic

� ���� ���� ���� ����
� ���� ���� ���� ����
�� ���� ���� ���� ����
�� ���� ���� ���� ����

Table �� Sustainable throughput for cyclic and acyclic ser�
vice without fanout splitting scheduling policy for �Q � �

sustainable throughputs for each of the scheduling policies�
The fanout splitting scheduling policies have a consider�

ably lower delay than the non fanout splitting policy for
the same input load� This is because the fanout splitting
policies have a better system usage� It can also be seen that
there is an improvement in the sustainable throughput for
cyclic service with no fanout splitting compared to acyclic
with no fanout splitting policy� The increase is as much as
��! for a ����� copy network with random copy requests
with a mean request of � copies� Random copy requests
experience larger variations in the delay than determinis�
tic copy requests� The variance increases exponentially as
the load increases and this may lead to unacceptable jitter
for delay sensitive applications�
An attractive feature of cyclic service policies is their

inherent fairness to all ports� although it adds to the im�
plementation complexity� The analytical results for the av�
erage delay in cyclic service without fanout splitting have
a worst case error of around ��! in comparison with the
simulation results� The worst case error in the sustainable
throughput with cyclic service without fanout splitting is
for a �� � network and is about �!�
The copy network with cyclic service with fanout split�

ting scheduling policy has been modeled as a discrete time
GI�D�N queue� In Section D it was argued that this is a
good approximation although this is valid only for the rst
moment of the delay� Comparison with simulation results
validate the approximation with the worst case error in
the mean delay of less than �! at extremely high loads of
����� The sustainable throughput in this copy scheduling
policy is �� the best amongst all the scheduling policies con�
sidered� The work conserving nature of this policy leads
to the lowest over�ow probabilities amongst the schedul�
ing policies considered with small bu�er spaces su cing to
accommodate heavy loads�
Table � lists the sustainable throughput of the copy net�

work under both the cyclic and the acyclic scheduling poli�
cies without fanout splitting for various switch sizes� Ob�
serve that under random copy requests with a mean of ��
a ��� �� switch has a ��! sustainable throughput under
this policy as compared to the ��! from the acyclic policy�
We wish to mention here that the tra c into a switch

will most likely be a combination of unicast and multi�
cast packets� In such a case� we could either separate the
two kinds of packets and send only the multicast packets
through the copy networks or we could send both of them

into the copy networks with the unicast packets requesting
only one �copy�� In the former case� our analysis follows�
To account for the mix of unicast and multicast tra c� we
can use a copy request distribution that is derived as fol�
lows� Let the fraction of the total arrivals at port i which
is unicast be given by �i� Also� let the probability mass
function of the number of copies requested by a multicast
packet at port i be denoted by gi�k
� Then� qi�k
� the
probability that a packet in input port i requests k copies
is given by�

qi�k
 � Probfci � kg �

�
�i� k � �
��� �i
gi�k
� k � �� �� � � �N

As before� ifXi denotes the random variable for the number

of copies requested by the ith input port regardless of it
being active or idle� Then�

fi�xi
 � ProbfXi � xig �

�
�� �i� xi � �
�iqi�xi
� xi � �� �� � � �N

and

Fi�z
 �
X
xi

fi�xi
z
xi � ��� �i
 � �iQi�z
 ���


We can then use Eqn� �� in the performance models of the
previous sections�
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